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I. Introduction. 

  

For years, the world's scientists have been 
puzzled concerning the centuries-old practices 
of Santa Claus. With today's advances. in 
science, we can see Santa Claus in a new per- 
spective previously unavailable. 

II. Santa Claus. 

First, we must arrive at a definition of 
Santa Claus and his activities. Santa Claus is 
said to be an old bearded man dressed in bril- 
liant red clothing who drives a sleigh with ten 
or more reindeer. Many sources claim that Santa 
is fat, but a Canadian government source (Par- 
ticipaction) insists that Santa Claus is 
presently a thin, jolly character who wears a 
pillow under his suit for effect. Little wonder 
that Santa is e joyous character indeed, aS many 
observations have testified. 

It appears that the main purpose of Santa 
Claus is the distribution of gifts on Christmas 
Day (December 25) to all people on Earth. This 
is always done during the early morning hours 

(2-4 a.m.) to avoid discovery by little chil- 
dren. Using his eeronauticel sleigh, Santa 
reportedly enters houses through the chimney. 
with today's profusion of apartment buildings, 

it is conjectured that Santa utilizes air con- 
ditioning vents, gas and water mains and windows 
to enter the houses. Some sources say that San- 

ta has no trouble with nocturnal navigation 

because the leading reindeer on the sleigh team 

has a glowing, red nasal appendage which is 

believed to be a laser light source. 

Other activities of Santa Claus include the 

operation of a manufacturing plant located 90 

degrees North letitude as part of his Christmas 
activity. It is believed that presents for 
Christmas are made at this complex, and that 

Santa has large holdings in companies such as 

Mattel, Ideal, and Parker Erothers. 

III. Transportation. 

Santa will spend Christmas Eve delivering 

his presents. Santa has a long night ahead of 

him since he must follow the "path of darkness" 

around the Earth where the sun doesn't shine. 

continued on page 2 

   

  

reflections 
-through a beer bottle 
Last week, the well-guarded vault of 

Labatt's was broken into, resulting in the loss 
of a "TOP SECRET document" (as quoted by 
Labatt's officials). 

In its fervent search for news, a represen- 
tative of this newspaper went directly to the 
conspirators. After consuming mega-anounts of 
coffee, we made adeal: 18 "valuable" WIDJET 
terminals (at least they thought so!), a CS 
prof, and four pi-shirts were traded for the 
following hot document: 

To Prove: one full bottle of beer = one empty 
bottle of beer 

Proof: 

one 1/2 empty bottle = one 1/2 full bottle (try 
it!) 
two 1/2 empty bottles = two 1/2 full bottles 
(multiplying by 2) 
Hence, one empty bottle = one full bottle. 

Q.E.D. 

It is obvious why Labett's didn't want this 
truly amazing proof to be leaked out to the 
public (especially university students). But it 
is too late. Students everywhere should rejoice 
now that their search for free beer hes ended. 
If you're an artsie, it will work for wine too. 
Let's hear it for fascinating fallacies! 

P.Easta. 

  

  
* ...and here it is! 

(the news, that is) 

Late Preregistration 

Late preregistration for Year 1 and 2 stu- 
dents (excluding those in Applied Math with 
Engineering Electives, Applied Math with Com- 
puter Science, and Teaching Option) will take 
place from 1 to 4 p.m. on Friday, December 4th 
(today!) in MC5158. Be sure to bring a copy of 
your letest computer-produced timetable. 

Spring /81 Work Reports... 

.eeare available in MC5115. (I know this is 
an extremely short item - but that's all that 
was written on the notice in the third floor 

foyer that I copied this from. We print what we 
can get.)  
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continued from page | 

Santé will theoretically go around the Earth in 
24 hours, but the path of derkness is wide 
enough to éllow Santa a few extra hours of 
present delivering. This gives Santa a total of 
about 2& hours in distribution of presents. 
Since the Earth's population is around 4.3 bil- 
lion according to source estimates, that means 
Sante Claus will visit approximately 154 million 

people every hour, and Santa will serve an 
average of 43 O00 pecple per second. Beceuse of 
veriable population densities, scientists cannot 

determine the speed of Santa Claus accurately. 
Therefore, you must trust a scientist when 
he/she says that Santa must travel faster than 
light to achieve his goals. We shall discuss 
the effects of such travel later. 

Santa must serve those 4.3 billion people 
with presents which suggests thousands of cubic 
kilometres of space are necessary for Santa's 
Sleigh. Scientists would rather believe that 
Santa goes back to the North Pole periodically 
to reload his sleigh with more presents. Scien- 
tists cennot bring the moon down with a magnet 
and Santa cannot load his sleigh with megatons 
of presents. So there. 

IV. Does Santa Really Deliver? 

Many people tell us scientists that Santa 
does not deliver the presents to everyone. 
Other people tell us that they buy the presents, 
and that Santa does not deliver presents on 
Christmas Day. In any case, sacientists have a 
simple explanation. 

One-quarter of the world's’ population 
belongs to the scientific community. It is just 
a matter of bribing them to tell a different 
story to get the public off our backs while we 
do the sneaky research. You see, during Santa's 
Christmas delivereies, scientists use the latest 
entry and alarm defeating techniques to break 
into homes and take presents for scientific 
analysis. This yields us the same results every 
year, but we scientists think it's fun. Next 
time someone breaks into your home, don't call 
the police, Invite him in for tea and talk 
science. We'll love you for it. 

V. Speed and Santa 

As we have mentioned earlier, Santa travels 
at speeds which are faster than light. In 

Cryptic Cryptogram 

Solution to last week's puzzle 

Midterms are like seasickness: you don't die 
from them, you only wish you could! 

  

supersonic aircraft, we know about the familiar 
sonic boom, but for Santa's sleigh, there is 
rarely optic boom since Santa's sleigh travels 
in darkness. 

Many concepts of Einstein's Theory of 
Relativity cen be applied to Santa's activities. 
Some scientists say that Santa Claus is the sole 
survivor of a collision between a meteor and a 

Federation Starship which will occur in the year 
2327 A.D.. Time can actually be reversed in 
warp speed situations, and this would have af- 

fected Santa when the collision will take plece. 

The future scientists will have developed time 
travel and life prolongation techniques that 
Santa might use. 

From Santa Claus will come the scientific 
advances of tomorrow. wow! That fries our 

minds! 

VI. Alien Theory 

Perhaps Santa operates with the resources of 
other worlds. Who else could master the scien- 
tific theories and advances which are beyond our 
comprehension? Scientists, that's who, and we 
want their knowledge. 

The Unidentified Flying Cbjects (U.F.Os) 
could be scout ships for Santa to determine good 
and bad boys and girls, then their scientists 

will take the presents on Christmas, and not us 
scientists. Our scientists shudder at the 
thought of competition with beings fran other 
galaxies. 

The Earth's magnetic field may have been 
created by these alien beings to assist in the 
annual navigation of Santa Claus's journey. It 
is conjectured that this field is powered by 
some form of nuclear fusion plant below the 
North Polar Cap. (Yes, Virginia, but not like 
Three Mile Island.) Santa could conceivebly 
control the electromagnetic spectrum upon which 
we pollute our television and CB. Scientists 
agree that this vital communications spectrum 
will remain if we are all good little boys and 
girls. 

VII. Santa Clone. 

An older theory has been drafted by scien- 
tists decades ago, long before Space Invaders. 

It was believed that there was not a single San- 

ta, but a whole army of Santa's that would 

deliver all the presents at Christmas time. 

Further research discounted this theory as this 

was a human army, incapable of constructing the 

necessary rocket propulsion components that San- 

ta's sleigh would have to have. Then there is 

the problem of manufacturing and bookkeeping at 

Santa's "workshop". How many thousands would 

have to be employed? Could the workshop be kept 

a secret? This theory, then, is unworkable. 

Besides, it's not as fun as the Alien Theory. 

VIII. Conclusion. 

Science has not unravelled all the mystery 

surrounding Santa Claus and his activities. 
Well, we'll get back to our labs, now, so that 

we can do some more research. In the meantime, 

Merry Christmas! 
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Don't forget our verious Specials coming up 
for the children this season as well. Here's a 
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Saturday Morning Cartoons 

Yes, folks, the Saturdey morning cartoons 
for next fall are being produced now. It takes 
a lot of work and talent to make these spec- 
tacles, so pay attention to the new flock of 
entertainment for the kiddies, 

"The Grape Ape/Zoppo the Stockbroker Hour" 

Yes, it's the Grape Ape, with his new pal, 
Zoppo the Stockbroker. Zoppo is a new character 
that wears a clown suit while working at the 
NYSE. Watch the comic antics of his pals, Rippo 
the bank president, Jozzo the shareholder, and 
Big (Cheese, their enemy. Great thrills, mind- 
less dialogue. Great entertainment. 

"The Scooby Doo/CSC Show" 

It's Waterloo's own CSC, now in cartoon form 
with Scooby-Doo! This show has got to be 
hilarious. 

"The Test Pattern" 

A new live action series. A striped, mul- 
ticoloured character that can only beep is 
presented for a half hour. There's not much 
plot, but the kids will be gluea to the set like 
crazy! 

"The Bugs Bunny/Pierre Trudeéu Hour" 

Children will enjoy the antics of the 
world's best known cartoon character, along with 
the antics of the world's most famous rabbit. 
watch Bugs fool Elmer Fudd over and over again. 
Also watch P.E.T. and his pals fiddle while 
Caneda_ burns. An hour of greet fun is coming 

your way! 

"Jason of Watsfic Command" 

Located in the giant MC complex in haterloo, 
Jason battles all futuristic enemy forces from 
his space centre on the third floor. He has 
survived D&D, Amoeba Wars and countless other 
dangers. In the opening one-hour _ speciel 
*fpisode, Jason takes on the dreaded Plummer 
People of the planet Ez, es he tries to recover 
the "log" for his friends. 

"Tarzan and the Super Seven" 

It's the famous jungle character Tarzan 
Swinging ebout in the African jungle. With Tar- 
zan, is the "Super Seven", a highly trained, 
Superhumen group of methies who get 80% end more 
on 4th year CS Graphics. 

  

brief rundown. 

"WIDJET Goes To Rome" 

This 90-minute movie shows the antics of 
WIDJET as 1000 CS180 students buy it a one-way 
ticket to anywhere it wants to go. It chose 
Rome because it wanted to look into the eyes 
(and at the bodies) of the University of Rome 
female CS students. It winds up in some canal 
in Venice. Here, James Bond retrieves it and 
takes it to Q for examination. Q immediately 
pronounces it dead. 

"Animals, Animals, Animals" 

In this one-hour Special, Hal Linden shows 
the children one of the more interesting species 
of animals, Engineerus Waterloo. He will show 
the strange mating habits of one of the sub- 
Species commonly known as the Mechie, which per- 
forms its mating ritual with ewes. Cther sub- 
Species discussed are the Chemie, Elec, Systems, 
and Civie. This show will also deal with the 
development of a new Sub-species, the Geological 
Engineer, by inbreeding. 

    

Proof that all mathematicians are geniuses: 

Lemma: given any set of k mathematiciens, prove 
that they all have the same intelligence level. 

Proof: The proof will be by induction. 

If k=1 this is true (one methemeticien is as 
smert as himself). 

Now assume true for k=n and prove for k=n+1. 

Let S be eny set of n+1 mathematicians. Take 
any member A of this set and remove him. Then, 
all mathematicians in the set S - {A} are of the 
same intelligence (by assumption). Now, replace 
A and remove enother member (call him, or her, 
B). Again, by the inductive hypothesis, all 
mathematicians in the set S- {B} are equally 
intelligent. Combining the above results gives 
us that all mathematicians in the set € are of 
equal intelligence; therefore, by induction, all 
mathematicians all heve the seme intelligence 
level. 

Proof that all mathemeticians are geniuses: 

Consider the set of all mathematicians. Leibniz 
is certainly a member of this set, and he is 
certeinly a genius. Also, by the above lemme, 
all mathematicians are of equal intelligence. 
Hence, all mathematicians are geniuses. (.E.D.  
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Observations 
Getting to Know People in Village Two 

If you drive down Westmount from Columbia 

Avenue, right at the corner you will see two 

three-story bent buildings surrounding a central 

complex. These unusual shapes comprise Village 

Two. 

Villege 2, for those who have not had the 

honour of living there, is the newer of the stu- 

dent residences on caupus. It houses 980 stu- 

dents in double rooms; 48 students and e don to 

each floor. The floors are named with a 

cardinal compass point followed by a letter from 

A to E. 

I was chosen to live in Village 2 by the 

second-chence lottery in September. My e€x- 

perience there has not been unbeerable, unlike 

the experiences of many others. Sure, weekends 

are totally wasted there, but things are not too 

bed during the week (unless there are assign- 

ments due Fridey morning and your floor is 

having a party on that Thursday night). 

The roommate draw is where many people can 

get screwed. Often you do not know your room 

mate until you arrive in the Village. Then it 

takes a while to discover that the two of you 

are incompatible. In this case, read the ar- 

ticle by Grounded Lightning in mathNEWS, Volume 

27, Number 6. Once you get to know your roomi-~ 

mate, you start to look for other rooms on the 

floor where you can get away from him/her for a a 

while (i.e., meet the other 46 people on the 

floor--you will usually have already met your 

don.) 

Once you have found the peculiarities of the 

other people on your floor, it is time to move 

up one more level in the hierarchy. You must 

now get to know some of the rest of your quad. 

This process is easy. Go up (or down) the 

flight of stairs nearest your room. Try to open 

the floor door. If it doesn't open, you have it 

made. Start pounding, and someone will soon 

open it. There! Your first contact on another 

  

ISSN 6705-6416 

This strange little number above indicates 
that every issue Of mathNEWS produced after it 
was issued to us is in the National Library in 
Cttawa. Otherwise, it serves no useful purpose 
other than limiting the amount of space we have 
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floor. If it is open and you are on a floor 

housing the opposite sex, just walk down the 

hellway and look in every open door. This will 

create some new friendships (possibly). 

Another great way to get to know people is 

in the dining hall. Start by tasting the food. 

No matter how bed it tastes, sey something to 

the effect of, "Hey! This is really good!" A 

comment like that is guarenteed to stert conver- 

sation as the people next to you will say 

something like, "Hey, who are you? Are you 

crazy?" You now have the interest of everyone at 

the table and you can introduce yourself. 

Now that you have made some contacts, people 
will get to know you better while you are 
getting to know them. You will soon learn that 
they think you are as crazy as you think they 
are, and will get a number of invitations to 
parties, etc. There is a slight catch: they 
cost. If you do not drink, see if you can get a 
cut price on the tickets for the parties. 

Village 2 is not as bad és people claim. It 
can be noisy, but it is often quiet (except for 

North D (no, it's not my floor, it's the one 

above it (gee, nested parentheses look nice, 

don't they? (No they don't. -ed)))). Living in 

Village also allows you to partake in extré- 

curriculars, such as methNEWS, the Warriors 

Band, and various other things. But by far the 

best thing about Village 2 is that it forces you 

to meet other people and get to know them. My 

four-month stint in Village 2 is almost over--a 

work term awaits. Now that I have lived there, 

I can say that it is not an unpleasant ex- 

perience. 

This is my last column for a while. (I can 

hear the cheers already!) Thanks to everyone 

who made my first term here enjoyable. May your 

Christmas be a safe and happy one. 

po 

well, just when I thought I got my act 
straight, I made another blunder. This time, 
it's with the Cube-O-Wars. To start off, here's 
the corrections you should make: 

In the x-direction clues, b16. turnkey should be 
b15. turnkey d10. should be the clue, 'No reply' 
e6. clue should be 'negative', not '$.05'.. and 
in z-direction, al2. clue should be ‘Assistant 
Rutabaga Director’. 

I apologize for any inconvenience that this 
may have caused. 

: Cube-O-Wars author 
(see last issue's masthead for true identity) 

(In the meantime, the Cube-O-Wars author is con- 
sidering joining E. Siastes out in the Elora 
Gorge with his bear Ralph.)   
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Well - | searched all over The. 
Campus, but Couldn 't find any 
Typewriters that were beth 
(a) functioning properly andl 
Cb) unoccupied , So once. | ) oe Qin | must fake my “PILOT Fine |i ef" black és Ic marker and Si J mf : Q 2 with m 
Masthead. (stopping ik occasionally to white Cut my innumerable mistakes). So anyone. expecting any Quality loumalism er every 

Midly Interesting Enterlanment should stop reoding this now. Don +t 

    

Say ‘| didn} arn you. This issue of MethNEws 
Marks the end of nine years (27 Volumes ) OF the Metrematics Socith, Akwsletter Carnage retin) 
Due to Fivancial di€Geulties (which is Or rat hey 
Luphemisti< way of Saving “Jack of ; cash mi 
Was Only Pdblished bineekly this term, which 
was = NOT a had ‘ an 5 We. olidn'+ have to woste Our time Filling Jaree’ 
Spaces with Vacuous Fler els empty blank 

Ofportunity tb thank those o€ 2u Whe Cre INS wilh 

fraiiNEws Ts teem = es nO banbiehitut Order) Richard Chye Vim Jordan M    and David Welbourn . who’ Showed UP reqularh, and Soent Ze 

Some time on this paper; without the! / never hove appeared at all. Belore'| Giraed here ae A calteniite Gorry about the etition) : Jim Jordeen Clayout, dui n a adddnds to IGarloonss" Dawid leibold ( scot Rat Peg : ‘Grteons "! layout , graphic on Front); Gleam Me Reale” Cl out) - jewinter for (er flogram solutien) . P. Easta (bear Pproc® ); Zorro (2) Greens proof}. vid Welbourn (who dropped in, but had to leave), lus the Ciles of old pets from which we borrowed trherall | Would have prin UStionnaire. results here but ita pears! that | bstched Hh" eanhindre en badly ; thanks fo those who ipeded a Despite the errors, we received Q good 
Many suggeStions and ioeas for future issues. wf Well, lappeor To he near the 

bottom of the page, so all aT ree 
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